We shall use the same symbol P, to denote the restriction of this operator to various subspaces of matrices, for example to C v (strictly speaking we should write ~p).
We view the projection P~ as the analogue of the "analytic projection" P~, defined on formal trigonometric series as follows:
oo P~ an eint ~--Z a. e int.
--OO 0
Along with the analytic projection one has the conjugate function operator in harmonic analysis, defined on formal series by the formula ~= ~. a, eint~-+ ~= ~ (-i)(sgnn)ane int.
--013 --00
where sgn n is equal to 0 for n = 0, + 1 for n > 0, and -l for n < 0. Then ~ +i~ is a formal power series. There is a simple relationship between this operator and the analytic projection operator:
Z+iZ+a0=2e (Z).
In particular, one is bounded (say on L p) if and only if the other is bounded. For matrices one can define an analogous operation, A~-+A, by multiplying the entries above the main diagonal by -i, those below by i, and those on the diagonal by 0. Again there is a simple relationship between this operator and the upper triangular projection (this relationship involves also the projection onto the main diagonal). And this operator is bounded (say on Cp) if and only if P, is bounded. One can form the complex conjugate of a function or of a formal trigonometric series. The matrix analogue is to take the conjugate transpose:
A*(j,k)=A (k,j) . The matrix A is called Hermitian (or "'real") if A=A*; every matrix has a unique decomposition, A =ReA +i(ImA), where Re A and ImA are Hermitian. If A is an upper triangular matrix with real diagonal entries, then (Re A) N = ImA.
We now list three further constructs used in harmonic analysis, together with their matrix analogues. Here f, g are trigonometric polynomials, and A, B are matrices with only finitely many non-zero entries. Then
fg~--~AB, ~f~,~--~tr(B*A) = tr(AB*),
convolution: f*g+-+Schur product: A*B.
Here tr denotes the trace: trA=~A (i, i) . And the Schur product of A, B is the matrix with entries A(i,j)B (i,j) . This product has also been called the "Hadamard product" -see, for example, [10] , p. 144 in the first edition, and w 85, p. 174 in the second edition of the book. Prof. Halmos informs me that this name was suggested in an off-hand comment by von Neumann. (Perhaps he used this name because of the analogy with the Hadamard product of power series.) For more on this product see [3] , and for a hostorical survey see [25] .
These concepts are developed in greater generality in [9] . The Banach space aspects of the analogy with L p are investigated in [1] . The following results are (more or less) analogous to well-known results in harmonic analysis. (See [16] , Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, where the results are also shown to hold for other norms, in particular for the C a norm.)
The upper triangular projection P~ is a bounded operator on C v (1 <p< co),
but is not bounded on C 1 or on Coo (see [16] , Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3 and the related discussion). [8, 9] ), and if Im T~Cp for some p, 1 <p< co, then Re T~Cp. This is a result of Macaev [18] (see also [-9 , Theorem III.6.2]). If ImTeC1, then ReTECp for all p>l (see I-9, Theorem III.2.1] where a more precise result is obtained). In a similar vein we have the following result of W. Kahan [15] : If T is an n x n matrix with real spectrum then Him TIP =<(log2 n +0.038) I] Re TI[. 5 . As an analogue of the Hausdorff-Young inequality we have the following (when p = co the norm on the left side is the t ~176 norm): Our proof for the matrix analogue of this inequality follows the lines of the proof referred to above. However, we need the second Hilbert matrix rather than the first. This is the matrix with entries (n-m)-1 when n =~ m, and 0 when n=m (n, m= 1, 2, ...). This matrix is also a bounded operator on 12 with bound re, which is not attained (see [21] for a very simple proof; further references are given below). We outline a simple proof that both Hilbert matrices are bounded by ~. This proof has been known for some time; Sheldon Axler pointed out to us that one can use it to obtain a stronger result, due to Schur.
If T is compact and quasi-nilpotent (that is, T is a Voltera operator in the terminology of Gohberg and Krein
The proof begins by considering the L ~ function q~ with Fourier coefficients: ~b(0)=0, ~b(n)=-n -1 (n~0 We require three lemmas. Peter Weinberger pointed out that the second lemma, in the special case when the operator P is an invertible n x n matrix, is really a standard fact from numerical analysis (it is called the Cholesky decomposition, see the comments following the proof). Throughout our discussion the orthonormal basis {e,,}, n= 1,2 .... will be fixed; upper triangularity will always be with respect to this basis.
In general, operator multiplication is not weakly continuous; for example, if U is the unilateral shift then U"--*0 weakly and U*"~0 strongly, but U*" U" =I for aIl n. The product is weakly continuous, however, if the operators on the right have the upper triangular form. We only require the case p =2 of the following result. Proof. We first prove the lemma under the additional assumption that P is one-to-one on each of the subspaces E, (n> 1). Then p1/2 is also one-to-one on each of these spaces. Let F,=P1/ZE,. Then FI~F2c..., and dimF,~n for all n.
Hence there is an orthonormal set {f~} such that F,=span{fl,...,f,}. Remark. The representation P=B*B, with B upper triangular, is known in numerical analysis as the Cholesky decomposition of P (here P is a strictly positive n x n matrix). See, for example, [18 Proof We first prove the lemma with the additional assumption that T is oneto-one on each of the spaces E,; this is equivalent to requiring that all diagonal matrix entries are different from 0: (Tej, e)4:0 for all j.
Let T=UP be the polar decomposition of T; then P=(T*T) l/2 is a positive operator of norm one in C~, and U maps the range of P isometrically onto the range of T. Since IlPfll=[lzfll for all f we see that P has the same kernel as T, therefore P is one-to-one on each of the spaces E,. By Lemma 2, P =B*B where B is an upper triangular operator of norm one in C 2. We see that B must be one-to-one on each of the spaces E,. Now let A = UB*. Then A is in the unit ball of C2, and AB=T. From this we see that ]pAIl2=l. To show that A has the upper triangular form we must show that it maps each space E, into itself. Since B is one-to-one on E n and E, is finite dimensional we have E.
=BE n . Hence AE~ =ABE n = TE, =E,.
Now suppose that T is not one-to-one on each of the spaces En, that is, some diagonal matrix entries are 0. Let S be a diagonal matrix C~ operator, with non-zero diagonal entries precisely in those places where T has a zero. Remarks. 1. Is it really necessary to break the proof into two parts? The construction given in the first part should work in general, even when T is not one-to-one; the difficulty is to prove that A has the upper triangular form. This is analogous to the situation for functions: it is easy to write an L 1 function of norm one as the product of two L 2 functions of norm one, but more difficult to do this for power series, that is, for H 1 and H 2.
Proof of Theorem.
Without loss of generality we may assume that /ITfll =1. We have strict inequality because the bound ~z for the second Hilbert matrix is not attained. We would like to indicate a somewhat different proof of Theorem 1 (and of the Hardy-Littlewood-Fej6r inequality) which establishes a more general result. This result could also be obtained by our previous method if we replace the second Hilbert matrix by an appropriate matrix. (This proof is well known in the function-theoretic case.) We require the following lemma whose proof uses Lemma 3. We state both the function theory and the operator theory versions.
Lemma 4. a) If f~H 1 then there exists f~H 1 with non-negative Taylor coefficients, such that ]LNIII1 < IIfll 1, and
If(n)[<f~(n) (n=O, 1,..
.). b) If T is an upper triangular trace-class operator then there is an upper triangular trace class operator T t with non-negative matrix entries, such that lIZllll < Hrlll, and lT"(i,j)l<~l(i,j)
(1 <i,j< oo).
Proof. We prove a) since the proof of b) is entirely analogous. We may assume that 1If Ill = 1. Then we have f=gh, where g, hzBall(H2). Let gl(z)=2 I~(n)l z n, and define h~ similarly. Then g~,h~eBall(H2), and the function f~ =g~h 1 has the desired properties.
The following result generalizes Theorem 1 (take A to be the second Hilbert matrix) and the function theoretic inequality (take q5 =-i6 where 6 is the function defined earlier). This completes the proof.
Note that the proofs of both theorems required Lemma 3, which is really the key result.
Next we mention some problems suggested by Theorem 1. Our definition of upper triangularity is equivalent to the requirement that the operator in question should map each of the spaces E n into itself, that is, the family {E,} is a chain of invariant subspaces for the operator. (By a "chain" of subspaces we mean a family of subspaces that is linearly ordered by inclusion.) Further, the family {E,} forms a maximal chain. Suppose now that we replaced this chain by another maximal chain. This leads to a corresponding concept of upper triangularity; in fact most of the discussion in [8] and [9] takes place in this more general context. Is there an analogue of the Hardy-Littlewood-Fej6r inequality for such chains? We discuss this problem for two special chains.
First, suppose we have an orthonormal basis {en} (-oo<n<oo); let E, =span{ek} (-oo<k___<n =B*B where B (and also B -1) leaves each of the subspaces E, invariant. Of course an invertible operator cannot be in C1, so this result is not really the analogue of Lemma 2 for this chain. For our purposes, however, we only need a weaker result. Indeed, Lemma 2 was only used to prove Lemma 3, and here the positive operator P is the positive part of an upper triangular trace-class operator. Thus we need the analogue of Lemma 2 only for such P.
As our second example we take the Hilbert space L2( -~, ~) with the chain of subspaces E,={feL2:f=O a.e. on (a,~)}, -oo<a<oo. . The following result shows that "upper triangularity" of the kernel K is equivalent to the invariance of the subspaces E a. This result is surely known, but we were unable to find a specific reference. Proposition 1. Let KeL2(IR 2) and let the operator A and the chain of subspaces {Ea} be defined by (3) and (2) The proof uses the boundedness of the Hilbert transform operator on L2(R 2) (in place of the boundedness of the Hilbert matrix).
David Larson [17] has shown recently that for the chain of subspaces {E~} (or more generally, for any complete chain) if P is any positive invertible operator then we can find an operator B that leaves invariant all the subspaces in the chain, such that P=B*B. The hypothesis that P is invertible cannot be completely omitted. For example, Larson shows that in L2(0, 1) if P is the projection onto the constant functions, then P cannot be factored in the form B'B, where B leaves invariant the subspaces of functions vanishing almost everywhere in (a, 1), for 0 <a < 1. Of course as remarked earlier we really only need to factor positive operators of the form P =(T* T) 1/2, where T is a traceclass operator that leaves invariant the subspaces in the chain. The rank-one projection referred to above does not have this form (see the appendix).
These examples suggest the following problems. Here JCL denotes a chain (not necessarily maximal) of subspaces of Hilbert space; P, 7;, A, B denote bounded linear transformations. We say that an operator S leaves Jg invariant ifSMcM for all MeJg. Proof Of course ii) is a consequence of i) since p2 =p. To prove i), assume that P=B*B. Since B must have rank one we have B=f| for some fgsL 2 with f~:O, g#:0; we may assume that IlflF=l. By Proposition 2 we have f~E~, geE~ for some ~(0, 1). A calculation shows that B*B=g|
Thus g| 1@1 and so g-= const. Hence c<=0, which is a contradiction.
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